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ELITE 7 PRO

Advanced audio engineering. Jabra MultiSensor Voice™ for revolutionary
call performance. Whenever. Wherever.
Revolutionizing calls. Redefining what’s
possible.
Jabra MultiSensor Voice™ technology combines four powerful
microphones, an advanced Voice Pick Up (VPU) sensor in each bud,
and our proprietary Jabra algorithms. Automatically activating when
it’s windy, the VPU sensors use bone conduction technology to
transmit your voice, allowing these uniquely advanced algorithms to
detect and cancel wind noise and other for a completely reinvented
call experience, literally anywhere.

Get lost in music anywhere
Noise is everywhere. On the train, on the street, and especially when
you’re working. But with our powerful adjustable Active Noise
Cancellation (ANC), the power to stop the real world intruding on
your music is literally at your fingertips. Choose one of the five
expertly-optimized ANC levels to decide how much noise you want
to cancel, and give your music the silence it deserves.

Hear your surroundings
Our clever adjustable HearThrough technology uses the built-in
microphones to pick up the sounds around you and play them in
your ears, so you can selectively tune into the sounds that matter.
Choose one of our five levels of HearThrough in the Sound+ app, to
control how much of the real world you hear when you tap the
earbud button.

Put music to the test. We did.
We’ve refined and optimized the performance of our 6mm custom
speakers, and meticulously positioned the internal components of
Elite 7 Pro for rich, powerful, personalized sound. These clever little
buds can automatically adjust your sound according to your unique
hearing profile, while a customizable equalizer lets you fine tune
your sound to your liking.

6 generations & 62,000 ears later
Elite 7 Pro is the latest in six generations of ground-breaking
miniaturized tech, benefitting from over 150 years of audio
expertise. We used data from over 62,000 ear scans to create the
perfectly shaped bud, with a clean, elegant, minimalist profile, and a
body designed to sit more snugly in the ear. Elite 7 Pro is a revolution
in design evolution.

Experience the ultimate comfort
We’ve increased the tech and decreased the size of our latest true
wireless buds, re-engineering the in-ear fit to make it our most
comfortable yet. 16% smaller than our previous record, and
exceptionally lightweight at just 5.4g each, with a pioneering new
EarGel™ design with a rounded, tapered tip for an anatomicallyoptimized fit, these ultra-compact buds offer maximum comfort for
maximum wear.

Up to 8 hours of non-stop listening time
Elite 7 Pro features a re-engineered battery and our advanced
efficiency technology, giving you up to 8 hours in the buds and up to
30 hours with the case. And if you do get caught out, a speedy
5-minute fast charge gets you up to an hour of power.

Use either earbud independently
With mono mode, you can use either earbud independently. Using
your buds while you work? Keep an ear out by only using one bud, or
take one out for a chat with a colleague. You can even extend your
battery time by charging the one you’re not using, giving you even
more time for your Friday playlist when you’re done for the day.

Instantly access your voice assistant
With Alexa Built-in and Google Assistant (Android only), you can
summon up some assistance in an instant, simply by tapping your
earbud. Make a call, check the weather, or even play your favorite
song on Spotify. Set up in MyControls, using the Jabra Sound+ app,
and keep your day running smoothly, wherever it takes you.

Small in size. Big on durability
Don’t be fooled by their size and discreet styling, these buds are
seriously big on durability. Made from tough, premium materials,
they come with IP57-rated waterproof protection and a 2- year
warranty.**
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Connectivity

8 hours battery

FEATURES

BENEFITS

Phone, Computer, Tablet

Connect to a range of devices

Bluetooth 5.2

No audio dropouts or interruptions – Advanced Voice Pick Up (VPU)

Bluetooth Connectivity

Pair up to 8 devices

MultiSensor Voice™

Bone conduction technology to pick-up your voice in windy conditions

Adjustable ANC

Adjustable ANC gives you complete control over your level of noise cancellation

Adjustable HearThrough

Adjustable HearThrough lets you hear the outside world without removing your earbuds

Noise isolating fit

Designed to reduce out external sounds

AAC and SBC Codecs

Enhanced music performance

Customizable Equalizer

Hear your music your way with a customizable equalizer, available in the Jabra Sound+ app

MyFit
Use either earbud

MyFit tests your earbuds’ seal, for improved ANC, and better
sound performance
Use either earbud independently for flexibility

Rechargeable Battery

Up to 8 hours battery in the buds, and up to 30 hours with the case

Fast Charge

5 minutes of charge gets you up to an hour of of battery

Wireless Charging

Compatible with Qi-enabled wireless charging pads (wireless charger not included)

MyControls

Configure your button functions with MyControls, available in the Jabra Sound+ app

Name your headset

Use the Jabra Sound+ app to give your best buds a nickname, and help them stand out
from your other Bluetooth devices
Google Assistant (Android only), Siri and Alexa Built-in, activated by tapping your earbud,
set-up in MyControls in the Jabra Sound+ app
Designed to achieve a sealed fit that helps with noise isolation

Voice Assistant Enabled
Design & comfort Closed earbud design
Accessories

3 pairs of oval silicon EarGels (S, M, L) and a USB-C cable

Durability

IP57

App

Jabra Sound+

Waterproof and made from premium, durable materials with a 2-year warranty against
dust and water**
Access MyControls, MySound, call settings and more

* Button function can be re-configured using MyControls in the JabraSound+ app
** Registration required with the Jabra Sound+ app
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